LSm4 associates with the plasma membrane and acts as a co-factor in cell volume regulation.
ICln is a ubiquitous, multifunctional protein with functions in cell volume regulation and RNA processing, and is thus part of an intricate protein network critically involved in the homoeostasis of cells. To better understand this vital protein network in health and disease it is fundamental to characterize the interactions between the physiological pathways in which ICln is involved, as well as the spatio-temporal regulation of these interactions. In this study, we focused on the interaction between the two best studied pathways in which ICln is involved--regulatory volume decrease and RNA processing--and asked, whether or not the RNA processing factor and ICln interaction partner LSm4 may also have a function in cell volume regulation in NIH3T3 fibroblasts or HEK293 Phoenix cells. To address this question, we studied in isotonic and hypotonic conditions by FRET, biochemistry and electrophysiology, the intracellular distribution of the RNA processing factor LSm4, its interaction with ICln, as well as the involvement of LSm4 in the activation of the swelling dependent anion and osmolyte channel IClswell. In isotonic conditions, LSm4 associates with ICln, and the plasma membrane. Hypotonic cell swelling leads to the dissociation of LSm4 from the plasma membrane, and from ICln. Over-expression of LSm4 affects the translocation of ICln to the cell membrane and markedly inhibits the activation kinetics and current density of IClswell. These findings indicate that LSm4 not only acts in RNA processing, but also as a co-factor in cell volume regulation.